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“ABE” AUTOMATIC WINDING MACHINE 
AUTOMATIC WINDING MACHINE FOR STIFF BANDAGES AND 

ELASTIC, LATEX-COATED MEDICAL BANDAGES 
 In its complete supply configuration, the machine retrieves a core from the appropriate loader, 

takes up the bandage, winds it, inserts a paper band before the end of the wrapping cycle, 
stops at the set bandage length, cuts the bandage, compresses the roll, discharges the roll 
pack and then resumes the same work cycle. 

 The positive forward feed unit device featuring a 2,2kW drive motor and the synchronisation 
compensator device serve to take up the bandage from an external unwinder device.          
This system enables the machine to maintain a constant bandage winding tension, meaning 
that this machine is more powerful, much speedier and is provided with considerable length 
measuring accuracy. The minimum detection weight by the compensator device amounts to  
30 grams. This can be increased by adding further weights. 

 The linear winding speed can be controlled from 40 to 400m/min. Based on the work speed, it 
is also possible to establish a slow-down ramp in order to finish the roll-winding cycle without 
exceeding the set roll length. 

 The ribbon or tape cutting operations are provided by cold-shearing, using long-life, top-notch 
quality tool materials. 

 The machine has been engineered to implement either cardboard or plastic cores. 
 The bandage length measurement system is extremely accurate and reliable with any possible 

bandage thickness and can be set to measure bandage rolls of up to 99,99 metres. 
 A counter unit is provided for setting the machine to stop once the number of packages set 

and entered and selectable from 1 to 9999, has been reached. 
 Process automation is provided via PLC controls with an operator panel displaying the various 

messages and commands for safe and smooth system operation. 
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 DBABE MANPNZ …  -  DBABE CPT ...  “MECHANICAL BANDAGE HOOK-UP SYSTEM” 
With the collet chuck it is possible to wind the bandage onto either cardboard or plastic cores and 
to begin winding directly, without there being any need to use metal staples or labels to hook the 
bandage up onto the core. For the customisation of the chucks and the relative tailstocks, it is 
strictly necessary to specify the core diameter sizes. 

 
 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS FOR THE STANDARD 
MACHINE VERSION 

 DBABE CARTA 00  “PAPER TAB INSERTION DEVICE” 
The insertion of a paper tab into the roll is an essential option for self-adhesive bandages, as it 
facilitates finding the bandage tail for unwinding the bandage. 
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 DBABE RP 00  “PRESSURE ROLLER” 
The pressure roller is essential to compact the rolls without having to exert a great amount of 
pressure on the bandage rolls and it is fundamental when using the “PAPER TAB INSERTION 
OPTION”. 

 
 

 DBABE ALIM 00   “MOTOR DRIVEN ROLLER” 
The motor driven roller positioned after the compensator device serves to feed in the bandage to 
the winding device with much less tension, thereby maintaining bandage length measurement 
accuracy and much softer packages. 
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 DBABE AST 00  “ANTISTATIC DEVICE” 
The antistatic device is implemented in order to eliminate the electrostatic tensions generated by 
the bandage being passed through the various rollers. On very dry days, it is essential to have 
this device to prevent the bandage from acquiring electrostatic charges causing it to stick to the 
metallic parts or to tangle on the unit rollers and thus stopping the machine. 

 
 

 DBABE SCARICO 00  “ROLL DISCHARGE UNIT”  
This option serves to discharge the bandage packages outside the machine, via a conveyor belt. 

 
 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 
MINIMUM DIAMETER OF THE CORES  15mm 
MAXIMUM BANDAGE WIDTH    200mm 
BANDAGE THICKNESS     0,5÷3mm 
ROLL DIAMETER      30÷100mm 
PRODUCTION OUTPUT AT MAXIMUM SPEED 5m rolls = 5 seconds (720 pieces/hour) 
        20m rolls = 10 seconds (360 pieces/hour) 
 
VOLTAGE        3x230V+T     3x400V+T   50÷60Hz   4,5kW 
COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY   6÷10 bar    400 Nℓ per minute 
OVERALL MACHINE DIMENSIONS   2530 x 1250 x height 1960mm 
NET WEIGHT      650kg 
 

The features described above may vary and must be confirmed based on your products. 
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